DETERIORA
AND THE AGENTS OF DESTRUCTION
CHAPTER SIX
Chapter Six

After months of hard work vanquishing Deteriora’s agents of destruction, our hero looks with satisfaction at the work the museum has accomplished.

Now that we’re on track, we should get the community more involved...

But on the night of the party, Deteriora calls upon her final agents. The museum won’t see this coming!

We should have a party!!

Miss Handler, Miss Appropriation, how would you girls like to crash a party?
The museum party is a huge success. The community has turned out with the promise of an unveiling of the primary source.

Thank you all so much for coming!

Your support is vital to our continued success.

Meanwhile, unbeknownst to I. M. hero and the great compiler, Miss Handler and Miss Appropriation have infiltrated the party and are ready to strike.
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Meanwhile, unbeknownst to I. M. hero and the great compiler, Miss Handler and Miss Appropriation have infiltrated the party and are ready to strike.

Time to break up this little party!

You're up first, Miss Handler.

And she got to work, leaving her oily, acidic fingerprints wherever she went!

Those are Larry Bird artifacts, fer cryin' out loud!
A PRICELESS ARTIFACT!

OK, I'VE DONE MY DIRTY WORK... NOW I'M OUTTA HERE!

meanwhile, Back inside the party...

miss appropriation seizes her opportunity to make off with the primary source!

A PRICELESS ARTIFACT!

WHO KNEW THE MUSEUM HAD TIGHTENED SECURITY?

MEANWHILE, BACK INSIDE THE PARTY... MISS APPROPRIATION SEIZES HER OPPORTUNITY TO MAKE OFF WITH THE PRIMARY SOURCE!

FREE!

NOPE! FREEZE, MA'AM!!
Will the community stand by and watch as Deteriora makes off with the primary source? Will apathy triumph after all? Tune in next time for the answers...

Wait! Stop that woman!!

Yikes!

They caught her! Yes, but where's the primary source?

I love my job!

>Bleep!< (censored for our readers)

Deteriora, catch! They're onto us!